Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal

From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal
Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 11:48 AM
To: Louis Uccellini; Mary Erickson - NOAA Federal; Andrea Bleistein; George Jungbluth - NOAA Federal; Jeremy Andrucyk - NOAA Federal
Subject: Fwd: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Susan Buchanan - NOAA Federal <susan.buchanan@noaa.gov>
Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 11:47 AM
Subject: BREAKING: Louis' speech - media clips
To: Scott Smullen <Scott.Smullen@noaa.gov>, Christopher Vaccaro <christopher.vaccaro@noaa.gov>, Julie Roberts - NOAA Federal <julie.roberts@noaa.gov>

National Weather Service director breaks with NOAA’s political leaders, strongly backs agency meteorologists instead of Trump

Alabama weather service right to contradict Trump on Dorian, NWS chief says

NWS Chief Backs Birmingham Forecasters Who Contradicted Trump
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